“SA Last Again?”
MEDIA RELEASE: February 28th, 2012
Each year for the last decade when the Australian Productivity Commission releases its annual
expenditure on disability services report SA has finished stone motherless last for expenditure
per disabled client
Outgoing ALP Premier Mike Rann who left last October with a “double full hand” e.g. 10
consecutive gongs, for this inglorious achievement will long be remembered for talking big but
delivering very little on disability support.
The release last week of the Gonski report adds another trophy to the bulging trophy cabinet of
disability despair in SA
A copy of today’s article on this issue is attached from the Adelaide Advertiser.
Congratulations to Sam Paior, IDASA and Disability Speaks board member for her outstanding
work
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/in-depth/disability-support-failsgrade/story-e6frebvu-1226283357667
As new Premier Jay Weatherill works on the Governments May budget financial response to the
Social Inclusion Board, Strong Voices/ Cappo report, requiring an injection of funding into
disability services of between $250 and $400 million dollars over the next four years the
realization that additional funding will be necessary for Education will be a sobering reminder of
just how badly the disability support levels really are in SA. Such funding would still only deliver
a Holden Commodore standard of services, not a Mercedes Benz.
Disability Speaks is confident education Minister Grace Portolesi shares this awareness. Grace
has genuine empathy for people with disability.
The failure of Mr Weatherill’s Federal left faction colleague Prime Minister Julia Gillard to deliver
any crisis funding under her mooted NDIS plan will only add to the SA Premiers level of angst.
He knows the disability crisis is real and not imagined. Reports like Strong Voices and Gonski
are exposing SA as the disability funding basket case it really is.

Fortunately we believe Mr Weatherill is serious in his expressed intention to tackle the crisis
seriously.
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